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Abstract
This paper describes the developments to produce EC3 (Elastic Cloud Computing Cluster), a tool that creates self-managed cost-efficient virtual hybrid elastic clusters on top of
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) Clouds. Using spot instances, together with checkpointing techniques, EC3 can significantly reduce the total cost of executions while introducing
automatic fault tolerance. Moreover, EC3 can deploy and manage hybrid clusters across
on-premises and public Cloud resources, thus introducing Cloud bursting capabilities.
A case study is presented to assess the effectiveness of the tool featuring the structural
dynamic analysis of buildings. In addition, checkpointing algorithms are evaluated in a
real Cloud environment with existing workloads to study their effectiveness. The results
show the feasibility and benefits of this type of clusters for computationally intensive
applications.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Checkpointing, Spot instances, Cluster Computing,
Hybrid Clusters, Cloud Bursting

1. Introduction
The usage of clusters of PCs as a computing facility is widespread in the scientific
community with high success for both High Performance Computing (HPC) and High
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Throughput Computing (HTC). However, these computing platforms suffer from several
drawbacks, such as the large upfront investment together with the maintenance cost that
can suppose an important economic effort for small and medium-sized organisations.
Moreover, the size of physical clusters cannot be easily adapted to the workload of the
applications and they cannot offer customised environments for each application to be
executed.
In the last years, the advent of hypervisors and virtualization technologies have paved
the way for Cloud Computing. This paradigm can solve those disadvantages with customizable virtual machines (VMs) that decouple the application execution from the underlying hardware and are dynamically provisioned and released [1]. Because of that,
depending on the resource usage and the cost model, it might be convenient to deploy a
virtual cluster instead of a physical one, as we concluded in a previous work [2]. Virtual
clusters in the Cloud introduce profound benefits for many computational workloads, but
specially for embarrassingly parallel jobs. These benefits include the on-demand provision of per-application customised clusters and the ability to dynamically increase and
decrease the number of working nodes of the virtual cluster depending on the current
workload, as we demonstrated in our earlier work [3]. This work resulted in the creation
of EC3 (Elastic Cloud Computing Cluster)1 [3] an open-source tool to deploy customised
virtual elastic clusters on different on-premises, such as OpenNebula [4] and OpenStack
[5], and public Cloud providers, such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) [6].
In this paper we build on our previous work to introduce two significant features: i)
automatic checkpointing coupled with cost-effective mechanisms to provision transient
computing capacity (commonly known as Spot Instances in AWS) and ii) the ability to
deploy hybrid virtual clusters across on-premises and public Cloud platforms, featuring
an elastic scheme that spans different Cloud providers.
Concerning the first feature, we need to benefit from cost-effective advantages offered
by the cloud providers in order to reduce the total cost of the executions. This is the
case of spot instances, a cloud pricing scheme available in Amazon EC2, where the users
decide the maximum price they are willing to pay for the instance, thus offering up to 86%
savings with respect to on-demand instances [7]. The user bids on spare Amazon EC2
1 EC3:

http://www.grycap.upv.es/ec3
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instances and run them whenever the bid exceeds the current spot price, which varies in
real-time based on supply and demand. This variation causes the instance to terminate
if the spot price is higher than the bid of the user, thus causing the interruption of the
job executions. This situation is known in the literature as an “out-of-bid” situation.
Recently, Amazon has included spot instance termination notices [8], which provide a
two-minute warning before the provider terminates the spot instance. Although this
improvement is useful for some applications, two minutes is insufficient to checkpoint
big applications, such as scientific applications, that might require additional time to
save their context. Therefore, this type of instances offers lower cost at the expense of a
reduced reliability. For that, checkpointing enables to periodically save the job progress
before the spot instance is terminated by the provider, thus being able to resume from
the latest checkpoint. In this work we review, propose and implement checkpointing
algorithms for this purpose.
Concerning the second feature, to coexistence of on-premises and public Clouds has
leveraged Cloud bursting, where virtual clusters can be enlarged with resources beyond
the organisation, thus introducing the concept of hybrid clusters that can simultaneously
harness on-premises and public Cloud resources. This introduces significant advantages
for users to seamlessly access cluster-based computing resources beyond those available in
their on-premises Clouds. Other topologies of hybrid clusters can be considered when using virtual resources, such as heterogeneous clusters, where different nodes of the cluster
expose different hardware characteristics.
Therefore, this article extends the capabilities of EC3 to enable users to deploy selfmanaged cost-efficient virtual hybrid elastic clusters on top of Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) Clouds. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, section 2
covers the related work and the main contributions of this work to the state of the art.
Next, section 3 focuses on the architecture and the new features included in EC3. Then,
section 4 describes two case studies to assess the functionality and benefits introduced
by the new features of EC3. Finally, section 5 summarises the main achievements of this
paper and discusses the future work.
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2. Related work
There are previous works in the literature that aim at deploying virtual clusters on
Cloud infrastructures. For example, StarCluster [9] is an open-source tool to provision
clusters in Amazon EC2 from a predefined configuration of applications (Open Grid
Scheduler, OpenMPI, NFS, etc.). In this way, CycleCloud [10] is a commercial service
provided by CycleComputing that deploys virtual clusters. However, both tools can
only provision resources from Amazon EC2 and, therefore, virtual clusters cannot be
deployed on on-premises Cloud platforms created with Cloud Management Platforms
such as OpenNebula or OpenStack.
Elasticluster [11] can be employed to create virtual clusters on two Cloud providers
(Amazon EC2 and Google Compute Engine) as well as on-premises Cloud platforms
(OpenStack supported). The clusters can be scaled by the user and, thus, no automated
elasticity is supported. Other tools to deploy virtual clusters can be found in the literature, such as ViteraaS [12], that allows the creation of virtual clusters to manage
the execution of user-defined jobs, but users are not provided with direct access to the
cluster. There are also commercial solutions, like IBM Platform Dynamic Cluster [13],
that aims at partitioning on-premises resources to deliver each user a custom cluster with
specific features. It has features such as live job migration and automated checkpoint
restart. The drawback in this case is that this product is oriented to manage on-premises
infrastructures and cannot be connected to commercial Cloud providers.
Concerning the creation of clusters over hybrid Cloud infrastructures, the authors of
works such as [14], [15] and [16] have analyzed architectures, algorithms and frameworks
to deploy clusters over these infrastructures. They analyze the performance of virtual
clusters deployed on top of hybrid Clouds obtaining good results that demonstrate the
feasibility of these kind of deployments. The works use a fixed number of on-premises
nodes, and scale out the cluster using public nodes. However, workload migration from
one infrastructure to another is not considered. In [17], [18], [19], the Nimbus toolkit is
employed to implement and evaluate an elastic site manager, which dynamically extends
existing physical clusters based on Torque with computational resources provisioned from
Amazon EC2 according to different policies. A similar approach is employed in [20],
where the benefits of using Cloud computing to augment the computing capacity of a
4

local infrastructure are investigated, but no details about the underlying technologies are
given.
Regarding spot instances, many authors have made efforts developing predictive models for spot price variations. Some of the proposed solutions are based on Gaussian distributions [21] or Markov chains, like [22] and [23]. However, other authors found that
the spot price variation in Amazon EC2 over time does not seem to follow any particular
law [24]. It has also been observed in [25] that Amazon may be artificially intervening in
the prices by setting a reserve price and generating prices at random, thus complicating
even more the prediction of spot price variations.
Another field of research is the deployment of virtual clusters using spot instances.
In [26] the authors consider the economics of purchasing resources on the spot market
to deal with unexpected load peaks in a cluster, but they do not consider checkpointing
techniques. If the instance is terminated, the application is restarted from the beginning.
This is the case of [27] where the authors apply high bids rather than checkpointing
strategies. This solution can incur in higher costs, loosing the main advantage of spot
instances. Moreover, Amazon has recently limited [28] the bid of the user to ten times
the on-demand price of the instance. Other solutions consider to deploy the cluster
fully composed of spot instances [29] but again, they assume a bid value large enough
to avoid the spot instance being killed by Amazon. Finally, the authors of [30] present
SpotMPI, a toolkit to facilitate the execution of MPI applications on volatile auctionbased cloud platforms. This toolkit can monitor spot instances and bidding prices,
automate checkpointing at bidding price and automatically restart the application after
out-of-bid failures. However, there are some limitations with this tool. First, it is based
on StarCluster, so they are restricted to AWS. Second, the elasticity management of
the clusters is not self-managed inside the cluster, because StarCluster implements the
elasticity using the Elastic Load Balancer plugin [31], that runs on the local computer
from which the cluster was deployed and requires permanent connection to the Cloud
infrastructure to create and destroy the VMs. Instead, we propose self-managed virtual
clusters where no external entities are required for elasticity management.
In conclusion, as far as the authors are concerned, there is no work in the literature
that describes a tool that integrates hybrid virtual clusters combined with the use of spot
5

instances and checkpointing techniques and that features self-managed elasticity. EC3 is
provided both as a full-featured open-source development and a web-based interface that
currently enables users to deploy their customised virtual clusters on AWS, OpenNebula
and OpenStack.

3. Elastic Cloud Computing Cluster (EC3)
EC3 was developed to create virtual elastic clusters on top of IaaS Clouds. These
self-managed clusters have the capability to adapt the size of the cluster to the workload, thus creating the illusion of a real cluster without requiring an investment beyond
the actual usage. Therefore, they can scale out to a larger number of nodes (up to a
maximum size specified by the user) depending on the number of jobs queued up at
the Local Resource Management System (LRMS). Whenever idle resources are detected,
the clusters dynamically and automatically scale in in order to cut down the costs in
the case of using a public Cloud provider. The elasticity management is carried out by
the front-end node of the cluster, with the help of CLUES [32]. More details about the
elasticity management are available in [3].
EC3 supported different Cloud providers but the cluster had to be fully deployed in
the same IaaS Cloud. Therefore, EC3 did not provide support for hybrid clusters. This
paper describes the research and development carried out to introduce support virtual
hybrid elastic clusters in EC3, where on-premises resources are supplemented with public
Cloud resources to accelerate the execution process by provisioning an additional number
of resources. Different instance types and the use of spot instances combined with ondemand resources are also cluster configurations supported by EC3.
Moreover, EC3 has been modified to let users improve the cost/performance ratio.
On-demand instances involve higher costs than spot instances. However, the latter introduce higher risks at the expense of a lower cost and an increased provisioning time
(delay until the bid is accepted). In order to alleviate the risks of using spot instances,
such as the out-of-bid situation, EC3 uses checkpointing techniques. However, deciding
when to perform a checkpoint to save the execution progress of the jobs running on spot
instances is not a trivial task, specially in applications with large memory footprints,
where the time to perform a checkpoint cannot be neglected.
6

It is important to point out that the user experience should be maintained regardless
the physical location of the cluster and the type of machines that compose it. Indeed,
the user should be unaware that the virtual cluster is actually composed of resources on
top of one or more Clouds where the infrastructure dynamically adapts its size to the
workload. The user is provided with the IP of the cluster and an SSH client is employed
to access the front-end node.
The following subsections describe the overall architecture and its components.
3.1. Previously developed EC3 components
In order to deploy and configure the virtual cluster, we rely on previously developed
components and open-source software available to the community:
• RADL (Resource Application Description Language) [33]: A declarative
language for users to describe the computational infrastructure needed to run their
applications.
• VMRC (Virtual Machine image Repository and Catalog) [34]: This component indexes Virtual Machine Images (VMIs) stored in different Cloud VMI
repositories. It also implements matchmaking algorithms to obtain a ranked list of
VMIs that satisfy the aforementioned given set of requirements (described in the
RADL document).
• CLUES (CLUster Energy Saving system) [32]: This is an energy management
system used in our architecture to manage the automatic elasticity of the virtual
clusters. Initially created to work with physical clusters, it can work with virtual
resources thanks to a cloud connector. It implements the policies used to decide
when to increase the capacity of the cluster and those used to decide when to
decrease the number of nodes. More details about the elasticity policies can be
found in [3].
• Ansible [35]: A DevOps tool to perform the unattended execution of commands
specified in a YAML document in order to perform the automated installation
of software dependencies. Therefore, this tool performs the installation of the
7

required software packages so that the VMs behave as a cluster and the execution
environment of the applications is successfully configured.
• Infrastructure Manager (IM) [36]: It is in charge of contacting different Cloud
Management Platforms (CMPs) in order to deploy the VMs that compose the
virtual cluster, whose requirements were described in the RADL document. It
orchestrates also the contextualisation of those VMs by using Ansible. The IM
uses a set of plugins that enables access to a large number of cloud deployments
and virtualization platforms. It currently offers access to OpenNebula, OCCI,
Amazon EC2, Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure, Docker, OpenStack and libvirt.
• Local Resource Management System (LRMS): Two different LRMS are currently supported by EC3: SLURM and Torque + Maui. On the one hand, SLURM
(Simple Linux Utility for Resource Management) [37] is an open-source resource
manager that provides a framework for starting, executing, and monitoring work
on a set of allocated nodes. On the other hand, Torque Resource Manager [38] provides control over batch jobs and distributed computing resources, and uses Maui
as a job scheduler, to coordinate the execution of jobs over the cluster.
• Berkeley Lab Checkpoint/Restart (BLCR) [39]: A tool for transparently
checkpointing applications, including MPI applications, where checkpoints are performed in an hybrid user/ kernel level. It does not require changes to be made
to the application code to perform a checkpoint. It is used in EC3 to checkpoint
applications running on spot instances, thus saving the job state.
• Network File System (NFS): It is used to create a shared directory among
the nodes of the cluster where the checkpoint files are saved, in a spot instance
environment. Thus, when a spot node is destroyed, the checkpoint file of the job
that it was executing can be accessed to restart the job in other node.
• OpenVPN [40] and SSH tunnels: These two technologies are used to allow
connectivity between the front-end and the working nodes when some of the hosts
are in a private network or behind a firewall. This situation typically arises in case
of hybrid clusters.
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Figure 1:

Proposed cluster deployment architecture. Phase 1 (blue), phase 2 (green) and phase 3

(brown) are also indicated.

3.2. Overall architecture
Figure 1 summarizes the main architecture of EC3. The deployment of the virtual
cluster consists of three phases: (1) start a VM in the Cloud to act as the cluster front-end,
(2) configure the front-end and (3) manage automatically the cluster size and configure
new nodes depending on the workload.
Firstly, the user provides the EC3 client (using the GUI or the CLI) with the following
data to perform phase (1): a cluster name, which facilitates the management of the
cluster for the users (connecting via SSH, show information, reconfigure, etc.), the file
that contains credentials to access the different Cloud providers and the end-point of
the Infrastructure Manager to deploy the front-end together with the RADL files (step
1 in the Figure 1). Here the user can use the default RADLs provided by the tool (such
as the necessary instructions to configure a SLURM cluster or the hybrid features), but
also, the user can add additional customised RADLs to configure the cluster with specific
applications. Inside the RADLs, the characteristics of the nodes are given in terms of
hardware, software and configuration requirements.
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Moreover, the user can specify the maximum number of nodes that compose the
cluster. It is also supported the specification of a maximum number of nodes from a
given type (for example, the maximum number of nodes based on spot instances or the
maximum number of on-demand nodes). The user can change these values during the
lifecycle of the cluster by using the reconfigure command of the EC3 client.
With the data specified by the user, EC3 contacts the IM to deploy the front-end.
The IM first selects the appropriate VMI for the front-end. It can take a particular
user-specified VMI, or it can contact the VMRC to choose the most appropriate VMI
available (step 2), considering the requirements specified in the RADL file. Then, the
IM chooses the IaaS Cloud provider, and the type of instance (spot or on-demand if
necessary) according to the requirements of the user (step 3). The user can specify in
the RADL file whether spot instances will be used or not. Notice that the IM will only
use spot instances if the actual spot price is lower than the on-demand price. Finally,
phase 1 concludes deploying an instance of that will be used as the front-end node of the
cluster.
Phase 2 starts once the aforementioned instance is available, installing and configuring
all the required software that is not already preinstalled in the VM (step 4). In this
phase, all the required software is installed to configure the instance as the front-end
of the cluster. This involves deploying: i) a new IM in the front-end that will be used
to deploy the worker nodes; ii) Ansible to configure the new nodes; iii) CLUES, in
charge of managing the elasticity of the cluster; iv) the LRMS selected by the user
and v) (optionally) additional software packages specified by the user. If the cluster is
configured to be hybrid, VPN (Virtual Private Network) or SSH tunnels will be configured
to interconnect all the nodes (eligible by the user). Moreover BLCR and NFS will be
also configured if the user enables the use of spot instances.
Once the front-end has been deployed and configured, phase 3 starts. At this moment,
the virtual cluster (composed only of the front-end node) becomes totally autonomous
and users will be able to submit jobs to the LRMS, either from the cluster front-end or
from an external node that provides job submission capabilities (step 5). The user will
have the illusion of a cluster with the number of nodes specified as maximum size. CLUES
will monitor the working nodes and intercept the job submissions when they arrive to
10

the LRMS, enabling the system to dynamically manage the cluster size transparently
to the LRMS and the user, scaling in and out on-demand. Just like in the deployment
of the front-end, CLUES internally uses the IM configured in the front-end in phase 2
to deploy additional VMs that will be used as working nodes for the cluster (step 6).
Once these nodes are available, they are automatically integrated in the cluster as new
available nodes for the LRMS.
Finally, step 7 represents a hybrid situation, where some nodes of the cluster are
deployed in another Cloud provider to satisfy the requirements of the user. More details
about hybrid cluster configurations will be analysed in section 3.4.
3.3. Checkpointing Manager (ckptman)
Ckptman is a tool specifically developed for EC3 that automates checkpointing of
the jobs running on spot instances in order to save as much job execution progress (and
reduce cost) as possible. It is created to work with Amazon spot instances and the BLCR
checkpointing tool, within the EC3 cluster deployment tool. It also uses NFS to share
the directory where the checkpoint files are saved. This way, when a spot instance is
terminated by Amazon, the checkpoint file is not lost and the job can be restarted in
another node. Notice that the front-end node of the cluster is never deployed as a spot
instance.
The structure of ckptman is described in Figure 2. The tool, deployed in the frontend, consists of a daemon that checks every preset amount of time the state of the jobs
running in the nodes deployed using spot instances. The IM connector gets which nodes
were deployed using spot instances from Infrastructure Manager (IM). Also it gets the
state of the jobs from the LRMS. Depending on the algorithm chosen from the ones
described in section 3.3.1, it decides if it is necessary to perform a checkpoint or not.
Checkpoints are taken by invoking BLCR commands using SSH connections to the node
where the checkpoint must be taken. Notice that BLCR supports checkpointing MPI
processes, so parallel jobs can also be checkpointed by ckptman.
When a node is destroyed by Amazon due to an out-of-bid situation, ckptman notices
this fact and enqueues the affected job again, recovering the state of the job from its last
checkpoint, or from the beginning if no checkpoint file is found for that job. Notice
that this might cause the deployment of a new node if no idle nodes are available in
11
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the cluster. The next subsection analyses the checkpointing algorithms described in the
literature and justifies the algorithms implemented in ckptman.
3.3.1. Checkpointing algorithms
The literature already includes several checkpointing strategies in order to save the
work just before an out-of-bid situation occurs, like [41] or [42]. However, none of them
are actually tested in a real environment and, thus, the authors do not describe the
technologies they are using to perform the checkpoints. In fact, the results presented
in these works are based on simulations. Even some of them consider infinite values
of bid [43], thus making checkpointing unnecessary. Therefore, we describe both the
implementation of one of these solutions and a proposal of a new algorithm together
with their assessments in real scenarios to evaluate their performance.
After analysing the checkpointing strategies described in the literature with the performance obtained in the simulations performed by the authors, we have chosen two
different checkpointing algorithms to be implemented in our tool:
• Hourly Checkpointing (HOUR): checkpoints are taken just prior to the beginning
of the next instance hour, based on a checkpoint margin time. Since Amazon does
not charge any partial hour when it terminates the instances due to an out-of-bid
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situation, this algorithm, firstly proposed in [41], will save the job process that the
user has already payed. The margin time to perform a checkpoint can be easily
adapted to the time needed to perform the checkpoint to the user application,
which depends on the application memory consumption and other factors, like the
MPI communications used.
• Threshold Checkpointing algorithm (THRESHOLD): checkpoints are taken when
a rise in the price of the spot instance is observed within an interval. The lower
limit of the interval is a fraction of the price the user has determined. This value
is recalculated every 10 minutes or when a checkpoint is taken. The upper limit is
the bid of the user. Moreover, checkpoints are also taken every hour.
The lower limit of the interval is:
T hreshold =

Px + Ubid
2

where Px is the average of the prices in the last period of 10 minutes, and Ubid
represents the bid of the spot price request.
However, it is necessary to avoid the overload of the system caused by massive
checkpointing operations in fluctuating periods over the upper limit. For that,
when a checkpoint is taken, the lower limit of the threshold is recalculated by:

T hresholdckpt =

Pckpt + Ubid
2

where Pckpt represents the price that has caused the checkpointing operation. This
formula is also applied when the virtual machine is started, to calculate the initial
threshold, where the value of Pckpt represents the price when the instance was
deployed.
It can be considered as an evolution of the algorithm proposed in [42], for two main
reasons. Firstly, the hourly checkpoints can save job process facing an unexpected
peak where the variation of prices is very high. Secondly, the new way to calculate
the threshold adapts better its value avoiding multiple checkpoints in a variable
period near the user’s bid. Algorithm 1 represents the threshold algorithm in a
more programmatic way.
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Algorithm 1 Threshold algorithm
Require: launch time, launch time, of the node; user’s bid, u bid; checkpoint time
margin, m
checkpoint = false
Obtain actual time, actual time
lif e time = actual time - launch time
remaining hour time = 3600 - lif e time % 3600
{Checkpoint if time is close to the next instance hour}
if remaining hour time < m then
checkpoint = true
end if
Obtain historic prices in the last 10 minutes from Amazon EC2, p
threshold= (p̄ + u bid)/2
{Checkpoint if the most recent price is greater than threshold}
if p[0] > threshold then
checkpoint = true
end if
if checkpoint then
threshold= (pl + u bid)/2
end if
return checkpoint
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Figure 3: Behaviour of the checkpoint algorithms implemented in ckptman in a simulated scenario.

Figure 3 shows an example of the behaviour of the algorithms implemented in ckptman for the same variation of spot prices. When an out-of-bid situation occurs, both
algorithms are able to recover the job execution progress but from different points. The
THRESHOLD algorithm loses less job execution progress than the HOUR algorithm, but it
also makes more checkpoint operations, although the threshold is recalculated to adapt it
to the price variations. Notice that additional checkpointing algorithms can be developed
and easily introduced in ckptman2 .
3.4. Hybrid features
One of the objectives of the new developments added to EC3 is to ease the deployment and management of virtual hybrid clusters whose computational resources are si2 The

source-code of ckptman is available at: https://github.com/grycap/ckptman
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multaneously provisioned from on-premises Clouds and from different public IaaS Cloud
providers. This is of special interest to introduce Cloud bursting and enable users to
seamlessly access a larger amount of computing power.
Provisioning nodes across multiple Clouds with private IP addresses hinders connectivity among nodes on different clouds. Therefore, EC3 deploys a VPN server on the
front-end to which the worker nodes automatically connect. In case the front-end is
behind a firewall that disallows port forwarding, we also allow to deploy reverse SSH
tunnels on the affected nodes.
In spite of the interconnection strategy chosen, EC3 can create four different types
of hybrid cluster configurations:
• On-premises resources + public resources: This is the most clear example of
Cloud Bursting. The cluster is composed of virtual nodes, deployed inside the onpremises Cloud of the organization. When the cluster needs to grow and there are
no more resources available inside the on-premises Cloud (because of user quotas or
if the infrastructure is overloaded), the new nodes are deployed in a public Cloud.
Notice that the nodes provisioned from the public Cloud can be on-demand or spot.
• On-demand resources + spot instances: The cluster is deployed in a public
Cloud where nodes can be on-demand or spot. Spot nodes should have checkpointing capabilities in order to save the job execution progress in an out-of-bid
situation.
• Different instance types: the cluster can be composed of nodes with different
characteristics (typically, CPU and RAM), conforming an heterogeneous cluster.
For example, in AWS, a cluster can be composed of small (1 vCPU and 2 GiB
of RAM)3 and medium (2 vCPU and 4 GiB of RAM) instances. This type of
configuration is of special interest for heterogeneous parallel computing. Notice
that the software configuration can be the same for all the nodes that compose the
cluster, but it is also possible to configure specific software packages for a particular
type of node.
3 Each

vCPU is a hyperthread of an Intel Xeon core.
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• Different public or private Cloud providers: the cluster is deployed across
different Cloud providers, provisioning resources from multiple Clouds.
Notice that all possible combinations from the four types above, are also supported
by EC3. HPC applications should take special consideration when they run in hybrid
scenarios. If all nodes running a job are not in the same Cloud or datacenter the performance can be compromised by high latency or low bandwidth in accessing the shared
file system and performing explicit communications (e.g. as it happens for MPI applications). We prevent this by creating a nodes partition per Cloud in the LRMS. For
example, SLURM will enforce assigning all the nodes for job from the same partition.
However we let the LRMS deal with the possible fragmentation of resources, i.e., the
phenomenon in which there are idle nodes that cannot be assigned to a job because they
are not on the same partition.

4. Case studies
In this section two case studies. The first one is presented in subsection 4.1 to assess
the effectiveness of the tool by means of a computationally intensive scientific application that performs the structural dynamic analysis of buildings. The results show the
feasibility and benefits of this type of clusters for computationally intensive applications.
Moreover, checkpointing algorithms are evaluated in a real environment with real workloads to study their effectiveness, where the main results are presented in subsection
4.2.
4.1. Structural Dynamic Analysis of Buildings using EC3
In order to assess the effectiveness of a self-managed cost-efficient virtual hybrid
elastic cluster on a Cloud infrastructure, we present a structural dynamic analysis of
buildings use case. The structural dynamic analysis of buildings is required to accurately
simulate how a building is affected by external dynamic loads, such as an earthquake.
This is a computing-intensive task that can be efficiently tackled with parallel computing
on clusters of PCs. Simulations will be executed by means of the structural simulator
component of the Architrave software [44]. It consists of a MPI-based HPC batch application that can be benefit from on-demand clusters provisioned from the Cloud in order
17
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Figure 4: Scenario of the first case study: A hybrid virtual elastic cluster across an on-premises (OpenNebula) and public Cloud (AWS).

to offer an online service for structural analysis to a community of users. This structural
simulator has some library dependencies, such as PETSc or SLEPc.
The case study involves a virtual infrastructure specially dedicated to perform structural dynamic analysis of buildings, where multiple users can access and execute their
jobs. A simplified representation of the scenario is shown in Figure 4. We are going to
perform two different executions, over two distinct cluster configurations, (scenario a) a
hybrid infrastructure composed of nodes from our on-premises Cloud and public nodes
from AWS, only considering on-demand instances, and (scenario b), a hybrid infrastructure composed of nodes from our on-premises Cloud and public nodes from Amazon EC2,
using spot instances.
The job pattern submission used in both cases is represented in Figure 5, and it has
been specially designed to test the infrastructure elasticity and its ability to create hybrid
clusters. The jobs can be sequential (HTC) or parallel (HPC), so they might need more
than one node, and also have different duration, thus considering the job heterogeneity
that physical clusters cope with. Specifically, the case study is composed of four types
of jobs: i) sequential jobs with an approximate duration of one hour in a single node, ii)
parallel jobs with an approximate duration of one hour in two nodes, iii) sequential jobs
with an approximate duration of two hours in a single node, and iv) parallel jobs with an
approximate duration of two hours in two nodes. Notice that, as it has been said before,
jobs that require more than one node are executed entirely by nodes of the same Cloud
by using SLURM partitions that represent each Cloud, thus ensuring high performance
and low latency communications among those nodes. A total of 124 jobs is executed in
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Figure 5: Job pattern submission during the case study. A total of 124 jobs are executed.

each execution, where 83 are sequential and 41 are parallel ones.
The infrastructure used to deploy the on-premises Cloud is composed of 8 dual processor with 14 core nodes (28 cores per node), with 64 GiB of RAM and a shared storage
system of 10 TiB, backed by a Storage Area Network (SAN) where the hard disks are
stored as volumes. This system is managed by OpenNebula 4.8, using KVM as the underlying hypervisor. With respect to the public Cloud, we rely on Amazon Web Services.
The instance type chosen is m1.medium, with one (virtual) processor, 3.75 GiB of RAM
and 410 GiB of disk. The Virtual Machine Image (VMI) used in the on-premises Cloud
provides the same execution environment as the EC2 AMI (Amazon Machine Images)
employed, an Ubuntu 12.04 LTS with BLCR and SLURM preconfigured. In this way, all
VMs deployed on both Clouds have the same characteristics. We have chosen a preconfigured VMI to accelerate the deployment time of the working nodes, as we explain later,
but it is also possible to configure all this software on-demand. For both executions we
use SSH tunnels to interconnect the nodes.
Moreover, we fixed a limit of 50 nodes (plus the front-end) for the size of the cluster.
A maximum of 35 of these nodes can be from the on-premises Cloud, and the remainder
(15 nodes) were from the public Cloud.
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EC2 OnOpenNebula

demand

EC2 Spot

instance

instance

instance

40

45

335

Contextualisation

661

698

702

Total avg. time

701

743

1037

Contextualisation

196

232

337

Total avg. time

236

277

672

Deployment
non-preconfigured VMI:

preconfigured VMI:

Table 1: Deployment and contextualisation average time (in seconds) for nodes deployed in different
Clouds.

4.1.1. Results and Discussion
First, we are going to analyse time differences in the deployment and contextualisation
processes for the types of virtual machines that we are using in our case study. Table 1
shows the average time obtained for each step for VMs deployed in our on-premises Cloud
(second column), on-demand instances deployed in Amazon EC2 (third column) and spot
instances from EC2 (fourth column). As it can be observed, the deployment time in case
of using spot instances is considerably higher than with on-demand instances, due to the
time invested by AWS to fulfil the spot request (335 seconds in average). Also, we can
see the differences in the contextualisation process depending on the use of preconfigured VMIs (with only BLCR and SLURM pre-installed). Because of these differences,
we decided to use a preconfigured VMI in the subsequent executions. Notice that we
still need to configure SLURM configuration files, SSH tunnels, the NFS system and
the application dependencies. However, starting from a VMI with BLCR and SLURM
previously installed significantly reduces the time consumption in the contextualisation
process.
Second, we present the results of the scenario a and scenario b executions using the
job pattern submission represented in Figure 5. For both executions we used conservative
elasticity policies to ensure the minimum cost of the infrastructure, in terms of energy
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consumption (for the on-premises Cloud) and budget consumption (for the public Cloud).
Thus, the scale out policy selected will deploy a new node (or two nodes if the job requires
them, like parallel jobs in our case) only if there are no idle nodes in the virtual cluster.
EC3 will deploy nodes in the on-premises Cloud until it reaches the limit (35 nodes). If
more nodes are required, they will be deployed in the public Cloud. The scale in policy
will remove a node from the infrastructure when it is idle during 60 seconds and no
more jobs are queued up at the LRMS. Notice that it is possible to select different scale
in and out policies that EC3 offers, like group-based start of nodes or time blocks to
destroy them, but in this case study we want focus on the hybrid features and the cost
savings provided by the use of spot instances together with checkpointing techniques.
More details about the elasticity policies can be found in [3].
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Figure 6: Behaviour of the Virtual Hybrid Elastic Cluster in both executions.

In the first execution, represented in Figure 6(a), a hybrid infrastructure composed
of nodes from our on-premises Cloud (OpenNebula) and on-demand public nodes from
AWS has coped with the execution of jobs. Notice that three periods of scale out and
three periods of scale in can be observed. An accurate analysis of the results shows two
overload periods of the on-premises Cloud. The first one occurs at 3h 20 min, where
the on-premises Cloud has 35 nodes deployed and there is at least one job pending in
the queue. EC3 decides to deploy a new node in the public Cloud, but what we can
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see in the graph is that before the node deployed in EC2 is ready, a node in our private
Cloud finishes the execution of its jobs and automatically the pending job in the queue
is submitted to that node by the LRMS. Since EC3 did not receive new jobs during that
period, it terminated the instance provisioned from AWS.
The second important point in the graph starts at 5h 30 min, where the frequency of
job submission is less than a minute, causing the saturation of the infrastructure. Since
all 35 nodes deployed in OpenNebula are executing jobs, EC3 starts to provision new
nodes in AWS to execute the new jobs. At 6h, working nodes deployed in OpenNebula
finalise their execution and start to receive new jobs, thus helping to solve the saturation
situation. Note that the deployment and contextualisation of new working nodes is
carried out in parallel.
Figure 6(b) represents the results of the second execution, where EC3 has configured
a hybrid infrastructure composed of nodes from our on-premises Cloud and nodes from
AWS, using spot instances. The checkpoint algorithm chosen for this execution was
threshold. We consider a basic opportunistic approach, to set the maximum bid price for
the spot requests to the on-demand price for the same type of instance, 0.087$. With that
strategy, we ensure to pay for a spot instance no more than the price for an on-demand
instance, since AWS guarantees that you will never pay more than your maximum bid
price per hour. Notice also that we might pay less per hour than our maximum bid price,
due to the periodical adjusts in price that AWS performs, where everyone pays the same
spot price for that period regardless of whether their maximum bid price was higher.
As we discussed before with Table 1, working nodes deployed with spot instances need
more time to be ready for the execution of jobs. This can explain the main differences
observed between Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b). Regarding checkpointing, a total of
29 checkpoints with an average duration of 160 seconds, have been completed during
the execution. These is an example where the two minutes warning added recently by
Amazon to inform about the close termination of the spot instance is not enough. It is
necessary to point out that the IM chooses the cheapest availability zone for the spot
instances request, in this case us-east-1e. As it is represented in Figure 7, this region does
not suffer price variations during the execution, so the checkpoints taken correspond to
the hourly ones.
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Figure 7: Spot price history corresponding to 8th April 2015, when the case study was executed, for
m1.medium instance type.

On-demand execution

Spot execution

Seq. jobs avg. waiting time

7min 14s

(434s)

10min 9s

(609s)

Par. jobs avg. waiting time

14min 43s

(883s)

17min 56s (1076s)

Total time of execution

10h 47min 12s (38832s)

10h 56min 21s (39381s)

Total cost of execution

2.349$

0.234$

Table 2: Details of time and price about the executions.

Table 2 details the time and the cost involved in both executions. It can be noticed
that the total time of execution is similar in both executions, but the cost is sensitively
lower when we use spot instances, as we expected. The actual on-demand price for a
m1.medium instance is 0.087$, while the spot price for the same instance during our
execution was 0.0081$. Thus, the total cost of the execution using spot instances is a
10% of the execution with on-demand instances. Also, the differences in the job waiting
time in the queue between sequential and parallel jobs is caused by the scheduling policy
selected. When a new job arrives to the queue asking for two nodes (or more), CLUES
automatically deploys the number of nodes requested by the job via the IM (if there are
no available nodes in the cluster). If a second job arrives to the LRMS queue during
the deployment process requesting less nodes than the first job, it will probably start its
execution earlier than the first job. This is because the deployment and contextualisation
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Figure 8: Spot price history corresponding to the period from 9th September 2015 to 15th September
2015, for m3.medium instance type in the availability zone us-east-1c. The OS is Linux/UNIX (Amazon
VPC).

process of the new nodes do not finalize at the same time, usually with a few seconds
of difference between nodes launched at the same time, but enough to detect an active
node before the others. This causes that the LRMS detects an active node and submits
the second job to it. CLUES can be also configured to behave in a different way, and
wait for the second node to be active without starting a new job in the first node.
4.2. Analysis of the checkpointing algorithms
In this subsection we provide a detailed study of the effectiveness of the two checkpoint algorithms, in charge of deciding the best moment to checkpoint an application
running on a spot instance. We base our analysis on real workloads obtained form the
Grid Workloads Archive [45], with the aim of testing the developed algorithms in a real
environment, thus differentiating our work from most of related works that can be found
in the literature, which are typically based on simulations.
In order to rigorously compare the behaviour and performance of the two checkpointing algorithms proposed in this work (HOUR and THRESHOLD), we are going to perform
three different executions under a spot environment. The first one will not use checkpointing techniques (NONE). The second one will use the HOUR algorithm and the third
one will use the THRESHOLD algorithm. This means that we need to use the same price
variations for all the executions, in order to properly compare the results. For that,
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Figure 9: Workload of the case study, extracted from the GWA-T-3 NorduGrid dataset.

we have selected a specific fragment of the spot price history offered by Amazon EC2,
illustrated in Figure 8. The period used in the case study is from September 9, 2015
to September 14, 2015, for m3.medium instance type in the availability zone us-east-1c.
The user bid will be 0.067$, the on-demand price for this instance type, using the same
opportunistic approach as in the first case study. Finally, only for comparison purposes,
the fourth execution will be an on-demand execution, using the same type of instance,
m3.medium.
As the objective of this case study is to analyse the efficiency of the checkpointing algorithms under a spot scenario, the configuration of the cluster is an on-demand m3.large
front-end and spot m3.medium nodes, all of them deployed in AWS. The maximum size
of the cluster has been fixed to 12 nodes, according to the workload used. This real workload is a fragment extracted from the GWA-T-3 NorduGrid dataset offered by the Grid
Workloads Archive (from line 4 to line 16 of the .gwf file), and represented in Figure 9
in terms of size evolution of the cluster. The jobs executed in that dataset are sequential
[46]. More parameters and values of this case study are presented in Table 3.
Notice that the recovery time of the jobs depends on if there is an available node to
execute the re-submission of the job or not. If a node exists, an average of 74 seconds
is required to recover a job from its checkpoint. However, if it doesn’t exist, EC3 needs
to deploy a new node to execute the job, thus consuming the time needed to deploy and
configure this new node plus the detection and re-submission of the job (an average of
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Task avg. time

191407s

Node deployment avg. time

672s

Checkpoint avg. time

160s

Recovery avg. time

[74, 746]s

User bid

0.067e

ckptman revalue time

30s

Table 3: Parameters and values of the second case study.
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Figure 10:

Threshold evolution of the THRESHOLD algorithm vs price history of m3.medium instance

type. Also the evolution of the cluster in terms of nodes is represented.

746 seconds). It will happen when a high increase in the spot price occurs, exceeding the
user’s bid, because all the nodes will be killed by Amazon due to this out of bid situation.
The ckptman revalue time offered in Table 3 stands for a configurable parameter that
indicates how often the jobs and nodes are reevaluated by ckptman to consider if it is
necessary or not perform a checkpoint.
4.2.1. Results and Discussion
In this subsection we are going to analyze and discuss the results obtained from the
four executions proposed above. Firstly, Figure 10 represents the threshold evolution
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of the THRESHOLD algorithm and the price history of m3.medium instance type during
the THRESHOLD execution. The evolution of the size of the cluster in terms of nodes is
also represented. We can extract from this graph a general view of the scenario of the
case study, applicable for the three spot executions performed. On the one hand, we can
easily observe that three important increases in the spot price will destroy our working
nodes of the cluster (between hours 57 and 63), due to an out-of-bid situation. Five jobs
will be affected, and they will need to be restarted. On the other hand, we can notice
specifically for the THRESHOLD execution, how the value of the threshold is continuously
adapted to the price evolution. This way, a checkpoint was taken due to the price increase
in the hour 36. However, the rises during hours 57 and 63 are such high that the virtual
machines are killed before the algorithm can perform the checkpoint corresponding to
the increase. However, notice that the THRESHOLD algorithm also takes checkpoints every
hour, to reduce the loss in job execution progress.
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To better analyze the four executions performed, we present Figure 11, where several graphs compare them in terms of number of checkpoints, total time and total costs.
From Figure 11(a), we can find the number of checkpoints performed by our algorithms
during the execution. A difference of 7% can be observed between HOUR and THRESHOLD
algorithms. Obviously neither NONE nor on-demand executions performed a checkpoint.
Figure 11(b) represents the total execution time for the four executions. As it was expected, the on-demand execution is faster than the spot executions. Also, the differences
between performing or not checkpoints during the spot execution are considerably high.
Indeed, the NONE execution supposes more than a 50% of time overhead comparing to
the on-demand execution. Nevertheless, HOUR and THRESHOLD executions suppose only an
overhead of 1.3% and 0.63% regarding the on-demand execution, respectively. The next
graph shows the total cost of the executions represented in Figure 11(c). The major costs
are caused by the on-demand execution (48,17$), as it was expected. Then, the NONE
execution is the second more expensive (13.02$) and finally, the HOUR and THRESHOLD
executions have a similar cost (10.16$ and 10.15$ respectively)). Finally, Figure 11(d)
represents the performance of the studied algorithms in terms of costs and time with
respect to the on-demand execution. The overhead time represents the difference between the time of the on-demand execution and the spot execution. The best results are
performed by the THRESHOLD algorithm, with a 78,94% of savings and an overhead time
of 0.63% with respect to the on-demand execution. However, the HOUR algorithm also
obtains good results, with a 78,92% of savings and a time overhead of 1.3%.
From this data analysis of the executions, we can emphasize two important conclusions. On the one hand, the importance of using checkpointing techniques when a spot
execution wants to be performed. An spot execution can reduce considerably the costs
but it can also increase significantly the total time of the execution. This increment can
be mitigated by using checkpointing techniques, a conclusion achieved in other works
of the literature, such as [41] and [43]. On the other hand, comparing both algorithms
presented in this paper (HOUR and THRESHOLD) we can conclude that the THRESHOLD algorithm is able to adjust more the costs and time overhead, but its performance is highly
related to the price history variations. If the increment that causes an out-of-bid situation occurs without a predecessor value inside the THRESHOLD interval that does not
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provoke an out-of-bid situation, the algorithm cannot predict this rise. In that situation,
the job execution progress saved relies on the checkpoint performed in the last hour.
For that reason, the differences between them are not very significant in our case study.
However, with a spot price history that presents continued fluctuations before the out
of bid situation, the THRESHOLD algorithm is expected to increment its performance. In
this type of scenarios, the use of the THRESHOLD algorithm is recommended. At the
same time, the usage of the HOUR algorithm is recommended for situations where the
spot price remains steady until a high increase in the spot price occurs, thus causing an
out-of-bid situation. Also, considering that partial hours are not charged for terminated
spot instances, the use of the HOUR algorithm in this type of situations is reinforced. This
conclusion supports the ones presented in [41].

5. Conclusions and future work
This paper has described the developments in Elastic Cloud Computing Cluster
(EC3), a tool that creates self-managed cost-efficient virtual hybrid elastic clusters out of
computational resources provisioned from multiple IaaS Clouds. In particular, the paper
has focused on two topics: i) hybrid clusters across on-premises and public Clouds and
ii) leveraging spot instances, offered by AWS, to introduce reliable low cost cluster-based
computing. A case study was executed that involved a scientific application to perform
the nonlinear dynamic analysis of buildings executed in a hybrid virtual elastic cluster across an on-premises OpenNebula Cloud and AWS. Also, the threshold algorithm
was introduced and assessed together with other algorithms in the literature using real
workloads and real spot prices.
The results show the ability of the clusters to adapt their size to the workload, the
automatic Cloud bursting to a public Cloud, and the significant savings that suppose the
use of spot instances in contrast with on-demand instances, with the increased resilience
that arises from periodic and automatic checkpointing of the jobs. EC3 is open-source,
based on the Apache 2.0 License, and hosted on GitHub4 and a web application is also
offered for free (Elastic Virtual Clusters as a Service) to the community5 .
4 EC3
5 EC3

at GitHub: https://github.com/grycap/ec3
web GUI, available at http://www.grycap.upv.es/ec3
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Future work involves adding migration capabilities to EC3. We want to enable the
virtual clusters to be migrated across Cloud platforms, thus introducing an unprecedented
degree of flexibility for datacenters, specially during planned outages where computing
power can be temporarily outsourced to a public Cloud. Besides, we will consider to
address the checkpointing of applications that require also restoring the content of the
file system at the moment of the checkpointing. We also plan to adapt the algorithms to
other public Cloud providers with similar features. This is the case of the preemptible
VM instances provided by the Google Cloud Platform.
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